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As Ruby Resigns, Students Worry Gredy Says CU Not Changing

“Is Jesus really at the center, or is he just part of our brand?”
- Dr. Ruby, on what he wants students to remember him for
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Just Sayin’ ...

A difficult time for Cedarville and the world

F

or a number of different reasons, we
are in the midst of
a very difficult time here
at Cedarville. With freshman student Joshua General in a rehabilitation
center and senior student
Peter Voland recently diagnosed with Hodgkin’s
lymphoma, many within
Becca Powlus
the Cedarville family are
anxious and concerned about the outcomes as
they faithfully pray for the recovery of these
two students.
Furthermore, there has been a lot of concern on campus about the resignations of Dr.
Brown and, more recently, Carl Ruby. A lot of
people are asking questions and waiting for
answers that haven’t come yet. This is a trying
time as numerous faculty, staff, alumni and
students have said goodbye to a man who has
substantially impacted this campus for Christ.
We do not know what will happen in the weeks
and months ahead, and that can certainly
cause a sense of apprehension and concern.
Lately I’ve been wrestling with some difficult questions myself. During the missions
conference at the beginning of the semester,
Dr. Ron Blue presented a message attempting
to answer the question of salvation for those
in complete isolation who have never heard
of Jesus Christ or the gospel. Questions like
that and the doctrine of hell are not easy topics to cover. Honestly, it bothers and disturbs
me when I think about some of my friends and
family members spending an abandoned eternity in a lake of fire. It bothers me to think that
a person who has never heard of Christ would
be allowed the same fate. I know what the Bible
says and what the traditional interpretation of
Scripture implies, but it is still not, and I doubt
will ever be, easy to swallow. And maybe it’s
not supposed to be.
In the world around us, many other unsettling things are taking place. With tragedies
like the shootings at Sandy Hook and the respark of the gun control debate, with corrup-

tion in our government and court systems at
every level, with turbulent happenings in the
Middle East and around the globe, the situation can appear overwhelmingly bleak and terrifying.
Yet in the midst of all this turmoil and
perplexity, there remains a grounding comfort: the person and promises of the Savior we
serve. Scripture is laden with the truth of God’s
presence in our lives and his sovereignty in every situation. Nothing takes him by surprise.
Before the foundation of the world, he knew all
that we would currently be dealing with. We
can take comfort in the fact that he is still on
his throne and still cares deeply for us.
In times of distress, turning to the Psalms
can be of great consolation. Rather than letting the unknowns of the future cause anxiety
and despair, we should have the mindset of the
psalmist in Psalm 18:2 - “The Lord is my rock
and my fortress and my deliverer, my God, my
rock, in whom I take refuge; my shield and the
horn of my salvation, my stronghold.”
It is so easy to lose sight of Christ when we
are overwhelmed with troubles and confusion
on all sides. But the only guarantee of comfort
and peace is found in running and clinging to
Jesus. He isn’t impressed when we try to handle things on our own. He desperately wants us
to run to him; he wants to wrap us in his love
and calm our fears. He is our Father and longs
to love us as his children.
I don’t know what is going to happen in
the lives of Joshua and Peter, and I don’t know
why these trials have come upon them. I don’t
know how Cedarville will change now that Dr.
Ruby is gone and Dr. Brown is leaving. I don’t
know the answers to complex theological questions and debates. I don’t know the future of
America or the rest of the world. I just don’t
know. But I have placed my hope in the One
who does know. Regardless of the insurmountable unknowns swirling around us, Christ is
still our rock and our fortress and our deliverer. It does no good to focus on the questions
and fail to trust the God who has the answers.
In the midst of this wavering world, be comforted and take hope in our unshakable Lord.

Watch for a new issue of Cedars
every month.
Newsstands are located on the upper
and lower levels of the SSC.
For more news, go to
ReadCedars.com
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CALENDAR

January / February 2013
Sunday
20

27
- GNO (Girl’s Night
Out)

3

Monday

24

- GNO (Girl’s Night
Out)

January 2013

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

22

23

24

25

26

- The Dream

- General Recital
- Town Hall Meeting
with Dr. Gredy

- The National
Urban Education
Conference

- 100 Days Party
- TNL (Thursday Night
Live)

- Worship 4:24
Conference
- Winter Career Fair

- Worship 4:24
Conference
- Men’s and Women’s
B-Ball v. Central State

29

30

28
- Charter Day

4

11

- Winter Play (Joseph)

17

Wednesday

21

- Christian Camp Fair

10

Tuesday

18

- Bach’s Lunch:
Women’s Choir

25

- Encounter: Night of
Worship

31
- Opening Night:
Joseph and the
Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat

- Christian
Camp Fair
- General Recital
- 180 Movie Screen
- Men’s B-Ball v. Ohio
Mid-Western

5

6

7

- Majors Assembly
- Foreign Film Series:
Monsieur Lazhar

1
- Winter Play (Joseph)
- Track Meet

8
- Lil’ Sibs Weekend
- Winter Play (Joseph)

12

13

14

15

- Men’s and Women’s
B-Ball v. Urbana
- Faculty Duo:
Mortensen/Anderson

- Trade of Innocents
Movie Screen

- Music Showcase

- Music Showcase
- ALT Night
- Open Dorms

21

22

19

20

26

27

- General Recital

- Foreign Films
Series: Jiro Dreams
of Sushi
- TNL

2
- Winter Play (Joseph)
- Track Meet
- Men’s and Women’s
B-Ball v. Salem Intl.

9
- Lil’ Sibs Weekend
- Winter Play (Joseph)
- Women’s B-Ball v.
Trevecca Nazarene

16- Music Showcase
- Poverty Simulation
- W B-Ball v. Ursuline
- M B-Ball v.
Wilberforce
23

- Bach’s Lunch: John
Mortensen
- GLOW Night

28
- TNL

3
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Philosophy Major’s Future Unsure

4

by Zack Anderson

B

efore a meeting for philosophy majors
and minors, major Rachel McKinley
said the students were joking around
about their futures.
“One girl even said that she had
thought about coming back to Cedarville and
teaching philosophy,” McKinley said.
But that girl’s future, as well as
McKinley’s, is up in the air. Philosophy professors David Mills and Shawn Graves told philosophy students at that meeting the first week
of the semester that Cedarville’s Academic
Council is recommending the major be cut.
This sparked a large response from
current students and alumni. The
board of trustees planned to make
the final decision about the major
sometime during their meetings
this week.
“It was just very like heavy
news,” McKinley said. “None
of us really knew what to do
with it.”
McKinley also said
they
were
confused
and that the professors
couldn’t really give them
any substantial reasons
for the Academic Council’s

decision.
At the Jan. 22 SGA town hall meeting,
Thomas Cornman, academic vice president,
said Cedarville’s colleges choose programs every May to review. This has been happening
since 2010-2011. If a major has trends of decreasing enrollment, it is put to a higher level
of review.
“We drive it initially on quantitative data,
but we also ask the department to provide
qualitative data for those decisions,” Cornman
said.
Steve Winteregg, dean of the college of
arts and sciences (which houses the philosophy major) who recommended after the review
process that the Academic Council vote to end
the major, declined to comment on the specifics of the philosophy major’s review until after
the trustees’ decision.
Philosophy major Tyler John said he had
a lot of questions when he heard the news and
that the students asked Graves and Mills if
there was anything they could do to help.
“We wanted to do something to save our
major because all of us are really passionate
about it,” he said.
Current students aren’t the only ones who
are passionate about the major. The response
from alumni has been significant, especially
on the internet. Danielle Early, who graduated
with a philosophy major in 2011, started the In
Defense of Philosophy blog, which asks sup-
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as Students and Alumni Fight to Save It
porters to post their picture along with their
own reasons for why they think Cedarville’s
philosophy program shouldn’t be cut.
Early said the blog got over 2,300 unique
visitors in less than 24 hours after she created
it. She said the blog was born out of her response to the news, which she said was very
personal. The potential removal of the program seems like a “slap in the face” to all the
students and professors have put into it, Early
said.
“I wanted a blog that represented the success of the program,” she said, “even if that
wasn’t being recognized by Cedarville as an
institution.”
Early is quick to point out that the success
of the blog, which has over 100 posts by supporters of the major, is not because of her.
“This is a community blog,” she said. And
her husband, Tim Cuffman – who is also a
2011 philosophy graduate – said the blog is not
a “smear campaign” but instead focuses on the
success of the major.
In addition to the blog, a petition to Restore Critical Thought to Cedarville has over
1,000 signatures. Early said the petition was
started by Grant Miller, 2012 Cedarville graduate and 2010-2011 SGA president.
As far as the outcome of the review of the
major, an article addressing the future of the
philosophy major that was appended to the Bible department section of Cedarville’s website
Jan. 14 said the review found that there were
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only nine philosophy majors.
“Unfortunately, we have also been seeing
a downward trend for the past four years,” the
article said, “and with this enrollment, the major is not financially viable.”
Mills said the major now has 13 students,
four of which joined since the news about the
major came out. In 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010
and 2011, the major had 12, 19, 15, 16 and 11
students, respectively, according to Cedarville’s 2011 Factbook. Major John said he is
unsure if the cited downward trend in the philosophy major’s size is really that drastic.
“I don’t know if that’s a significant reason
to cut a program, especially since it’s not one
that very much money’s being poured into,”
John said.
Mills and Graves also tried to rebut the
financial reasons for getting rid of the philosophy major.
“We showed, for instance, that Dr. Graves
and I as philosophy professors sell an average of 433 credit hours per faculty member,”
Mills said. “That’s more than the hours sold by
business administration, engineering, nursing,
social work, art, theater and design professors.
[Philosophy] is second only to psychology in
terms of a program that doesn’t have a gen-ed
requirement.”
Despite these numbers, Cornman said the
Intro to Philosophy class averages 17 or fewer
students.
“It’s interesting that as a student body,

we’re not seeing a tremendous interest in philosophy here at Cedarville,” he said. According
to Cedarville’s online course schedules, 33 students took Intro to Philosophy in its one section taught by Mills last fall. Graves is teaching two sections of the class this semester, one
with 35 students and one with 28 students.
The recommendation to end the philosophy major comes as the number of students
in Making of the Modern Mind - the first-year
course sequence for the honors program that
Mills directs – prepares to double from 40 to
80, Cornman said.
Cornman also said the recommendation
to cut the major is not all about the hard financial numbers but the ability to move resources
around.
“Right now, if we talk about what we allocate for philosophy, we’re talking about a
relatively small amount of students benefitting from that,” Cornman said, “versus some
of our other majors, where if we reallocated the
resources, we could have quadruple or even
six times the number of students in the programs.”
Regardless of the reasons the Academic
Council has recommended the major be cut,
major Kimberly Small said she doesn’t know
if the large response from students and alumni
will affect Cedarville’s decision regarding the
program.
Continued on next page
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Philosophy major continued...
These current students and alumni think
it’s a bad decision for a variety of reasons. A
common one is that philosophy promotes critical thinking.
Kim Prijatel, a 2012 graduate and English and philosophy double major, said Mills
and Graves taught her how to live in and participate in conversation with a world that is
increasingly cosmopolitan, consumerist and
apathetic.
“The wrong thing to do is to siphon ourselves out from the academic conversation,”
Prijatel said, “and just focus on a small realm.”
Some students and alumni were surprised
by the decision to possibly cut the philosophy
major because of Cedarville’s focus on the liberal arts.
“I was pretty shocked that a liberal arts
university that wants to take itself seriously
would actually consider cutting philosophy out
of its program,” said Zach Schneider, a philosophy minor. “It seemed pretty rash of a move.”
Mills said even if the major is cut, Cedarville is planning on keeping the minor in some
form. And Cornman said Cedarville is not
moving away from the liberal arts, as they just
started a liberal arts major.
Blake Hereth, a 2011 philosophy graduate,
said there’s another, more personal reason to
keep the philosophy major around – it is largely because of upper level philosophy classes
that he is still a Christian. He said this is true
of many others.
“I think there’s plenty of evidence to suggest, on the other hand, that there would be
far fewer Christians, far fewer people in the
faith, if it weren’t for the philosophy program,”
Hereth said.
While philosophy alumni may be con-

cerned about the future of the philosophy
program and its professors, not all Cedarville
alumni are.
“My niece attends another Christian university that cancelled her major,” said Scott
Mills, a 1992 graduate who is on Cedarville’s
Alumni Council. “It certainly throws a curve
ball in your plans, but it’s a good time as an
adult to realize this happens. It’s how you react
and make the next decision that measures your
character.”
Current philosophy students are thinking
about what that next decision is going to be if
the trustees do vote the end the major.
They said they were told that the university has to provide a teach-out program for
them. This means that anyone who has declared philosophy as their major has a right to
finish their degree.
Right now, it’s not clear what this would
look like. Mills said several possibilities include keeping both the professors for the next
two years, replacing one or both with adjuncts,
eliminating all upper-division philosophy
classes, and a wealth of other possibilities.
For major Small, the possibility of Bible
professors teaching the philosophy courses is
not appealing.
“It’d be like a physics major trying to teach
microbiology, just because you can clump
them in the science department,” Small said.
“They could teach it, but it’s not the same. It’s
not what they’re passionate about, and I can
say that pretty much everyone I’ve talked to
doesn’t want to stay around if that’s what’s going to happen. That’s not what we signed up
for. That’s not what we want to pay for.”
One college both Small and McKinley
mentioned about looking into if the major
does get cut is Calvin College in Grand Rapids,

Mich. Small said she and other students want
to take trips to see what other schools have to
offer.
Though Small would consider transferring if the major is cut, she does no disservice
to Cedarville philosophy professors Mills and
Graves.
“It’s just incredible how the philosophy
program and the two professors have influenced our faith and influenced the foundation
of our faith,” she said. “And a lot of us wouldn’t
be as strong as we are if it weren’t for them.”
Alumnus Hereth said many alumni contribute their continued graduate education
and success to these professors.
‘They seem to be the ones who are producing us,” Hereth said.
Graduate school is already on Small’s
mind. She was originally planning on going to
law school, but while spending last fall at Oxford, she decided she wanted go to graduate
school for philosophy. She said she was excited
about coming back and telling Graves this.
“I missed chapel and my friends, but more
than that, I just missed this program,” Small
said. “So it was just startling to see that. It
kind of felt like, you know, a rug being pulled
out from under you. It’s like, ‘Oh, this is your
favorite thing about Cedarville? Now it’s not
here anymore.’”
The deadline for Mills and Graves to submit a final report on why the philosophy major
should not be cut was Wednesday. The board
of trustees planned to vote this week on whether to cancel the major.
Mary Miller and Holly McClellan contributed reporting to this story.

Questions Surface After Ruby Resignation
Gredy says resignation not related to Dr. Brown’s and that Cedarville is not changing
by Madison Troyer

S

hocked. That’s the initial reaction for
many when they heard about Carl Ruby’s
resignation. Then, the questions started.
“What is going on at Cedarville? Why do
people keep resigning? Why can’t we get any
answers?” These are some of the questions students are asking right now.
Many changes have happened this year
at Cedarville. Michael Pahl, a Bible professor
resigned, Dr. Brown resigned, and now Dr.
Ruby, vice president for student life, has done
so suddenly.
It has been two weeks since an email on
Jan. 10 went out that informed students Ruby

6

was resigning. The email did not include any
details as to why Ruby was leaving. Not much
more is known now as to why he resigned, but
John Gredy, Cedarville’s provost and acting
president, told students in a town hall meeting
Tuesday evening that it was not for any moral
or philosophical reasons.
More details cannot be released due to the
nature of the non-disclosure agreement that
Gredy and Ruby signed.
Ruby will technically hold the title of vice
president for student life until June 30, but his
last official day at school was Tuesday, Jan. 15.
Gredy said that Ruby will still be representing
Cedarville at a conference in February.
Kirsten Gibbs, dean of students and asso-

ciate vice president for student life, will step in
as interim vice president for student life for the
time being.
“To be completely honest, there are moments when I am anxious about the days
ahead,” Gibbs said. “However, I am trusting
that God will provide me with what I need for
each day. Over the years Dr. Ruby gave me
great advice and also assembled a great team,
which gives me confidence as we go through
this transition.”
To honor Ruby on his last day, students
organized several events like Wear Red for
Ruby and Ruby Tuesday. Students wore red to
symbolize their support for him and also gathered in the lower part of the SSC to cheer for
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him and send him off at the end of the day.
“The purpose of this [Wear Red for Ruby]
event is to show appreciation for Dr. Carl
Ruby,” said student Tyler John, one of the
creators of the events, in a Facebook post. “By
wearing red, we intend to show the number of
students that have been affected by his hard
work and dedication here at Cedarville. We desire him to know that we are sorry that he has
to leave but that we wish the very best for him.”
Ruby said that when he looked up and saw
all the red in chapel, it was incredibly moving.
“I can’t think of a more fitting show of
support,” Ruby said.
There is also a petition called Reinstate
Ruby that has over 1000 signatures. Student
Zach Schneider gave the petition to the trustees during a peaceful demonstration Thursday
morning. During the demonstration, students
also handed out cinnamon rolls to the trustees
in honor of Ruby and his tradition of handing
out cinnamon rolls to students.
Some students say they are protesting or
upset because they think that all the changes
that have been happening at Cedarville are attempts to go back towards a more conservative
or fundamentalist position.
Senior Josh Steele has been active in discussing those ideas through Facebook posts
and his blog, “Let There Be Light.”
“I think there’s a story that can unify all
these events [resignations], and I think that is
whether Cedarville wants to be fundamentalist
or not,” Steele said.

Steele became involved in discussing issues at Cedarville last year when Bible professor Pahl resigned. Steele then called attention to the white papers, which are extra
documents added to the doctrinal statement of
Cedarville, and started asking questions. The
questions continued as more resignations kept
happening.
Steele said his reasoning for getting involved is not because he wants to harm the
university’s reputation but because he cares
about it and where it’s heading.
Student Michael Wood echoes some of
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Steele’s thoughts. He said that he does not
see any reason why Ruby would want to go.
He also said that he was bothered by the way
Ruby’s resignation was announced.
“A decision of that magnitude should not
be announced to the student body with an
email,” Wood said.
Because of the concerns of the students,
SGA hosted a town hall meeting Tuesday evening in the chapel. Gredy and members of the
Administrative Council answered questions
that students had submitted. One question in
particular asked whether Cedarville was headed in a more conservative or fundamentalist
direction.
“We continue to plan to be just who we
are,” Gredy answered, “and we plan for Cedarville to continue to move forward, perhaps
with more energy in the future.”
Another question covered in the town hall
meeting was if Brown’s resignation and Ruby’s
resignation were related.
“There actually is no correlation between
the two,” Gredy said, “and again, I was just as
surprised [that Brown resigned]. In hindsight
as you look back, I know it’s taken a toll on everyone, and that’s been the hard part.”
In regards to Ruby’s resignation, Gredy
said that after a series of meetings, he and
Ruby came to a mutual agreement that Ruby
was going to conclude his service to Cedarville.
“We miss Dr. Ruby,” Gredy said, “and we
appreciate him so much.”
“So that’s why it’s so important that we
continue to uplift the family, uplift Dr.Ruby,”
he said. “We still care and love him, but –
again, there are good reasons, but I can’t – we
agreed that we would not share them.”
Another thing Gredy emphasized in the
town hall meeting was that things Ruby was
known for, such as the Critical Concern Series
and promoting diversity at Cedarville, are going to continue.
Gibbs also made it clear that student life
will continue what Ruby has started.
“While the student life team is still adjusting to the changes in leadership, we are committed to students and to the things that Dr.
Ruby was passionate about,” Gibbs said. “He
has encouraged us to continue to love students, love each other and seek to make this
place look more like heaven with Jesus at the
center. And, as a team, we are continuing that
commitment.”
SGA president Zak Weston said that he
has deeply appreciated Ruby and all that he
has done for the students, especially with the
Critical Concern Series.
“He has succeeded in making me think
critically, and I think that’s the sentiment
shared by many, many students,” Weston said.
As president, Weston has had the opportunity to get to know Ruby well. He said Ruby
did so much for all the students, often working
behind the scenes to help students out.
“He was the same man in private as he

was in public … very kind and gracious and
Christ-centered in his words,” Weston said.
Jon Purple, dean for student life programs and a good friend of Ruby’s, said that
even when they might have disagreed on a
particular decision, he could always trust Ruby
because of Ruby’s love for the students and his
heart for Christ.
Once competitors for the vice president
job, Purple said that he’s always enjoyed working for Ruby, and knew he could always count
on Ruby to have his back.
“There’s never been a time, even under
my breath, that I’ve thought I should’ve had
that job or I could’ve done a better job,” Purple
said.
Purple said that the day he found out
Ruby was resigning was a very difficult day.
“Shocked, sick to my stomach, as I posted
[on Facebook], wanted to cry, throw up, and
spit all at once,” Purple said.
On Ruby’s last day, Purple said he woke
up early that morning, not believing Ruby was
really leaving.
“I loved working for him, and working
with him,” Purple said, “and till the end of my
life, I will consider him a dear friend of mine.”
“Although, I didn’t know him personally I
always learned a lot at sessions he taught each
year during RA training,” senior Chelsea Brett
said. “He spoke from the heart and has a true
desire to be the hands and feet of Jesus to each
person he meets.”
On his last day, Ruby still spoke highly of

Cedarville. He said that it is “a special place”
and that he’s sad to be leaving it.
“If I could leave a comment that I would
want students to associate with me,” Ruby
said, “it would be, ‘Is Jesus really at the center,
or is he just part of our brand?’ I would love
for students to take that question and always
be asking it.”
Nathan Pilling and Holly McClellan contributed reporting to this story.
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Marksmanship Org Aims to Educate, Expand
by Lauren Eissler

C

hi Sigma Mu, Cedarville’s student
marksmanship org, can be described by
these three words: education, recreation
and competition, said Jordan Long, Chi Sig’s
president.
By the end of the fall 2012 semester, Chi
Sig had 88 paying members, with an average
of 65 attending the semimonthly range nights.
Safety and education are priorities for the
org. Before students can even pick up a firearm, they must go through a safety course, said
Vernon Yoder, one of Chi Sig’s faculty advisers.
“They probably had about an hour and a
half of class time before they even picked up
that firearm for the first time,” Yoder said.
“We really, really want to focus on [education] because we believe an educated person
is a better gun owner,” said Don Parvin, one of
the founders of the CMC and security operations manager for campus safety.
Chi Sig offers classes in proper storage
and handling of firearms. In addition, they offer self-defense classes with and without firearms for both men and women, Parvin said.
After students complete the safety course
and sign a liability waver, they are able to attend the recreational range nights in Springfield.
“Range nights are just a time to get together and just, you know, have fun,” Long said.
“We’re educating the people on how to shoot
firearms. A lot of our members have never shot
firearms before.”
When they get to the range, students sign
in and purchase a box of ammo containing

50 rounds. They are assigned lanes and follow the instructions of the range safety officer
throughout the time slot.
After they’ve finished their slot, students
can buy more ammo and shoot again if there
are open slots.
“We have people that will stay and buy two
or three boxes of ammo and just keep shooting
because to them, and a lot of us, it’s very relaxing and very therapeutic,” Yoder said.
Students join the org for a variety of reasons. Some joined because their significant
other is a member while others have joined to
get over their fear of firearms, Yoder said.
“One girl said ‘I’m scared.’ She picked [the
pistol] up the first time and couldn’t hit paper
at 25 feet,” Yoder said. “By the end of the night,
she was hitting fairly good groups [and had] a
really good time.”
A couple students wanted to learn how the
guns work.
“We let them maintain [the firearms] and
take them apart and clean them, so they’re
learning,” Yoder said. “It seems like we push
the education a lot, but we do because people
[who] understand how a gun functions and
what it can do, or what it won’t do, don’t have
accidents.”
Chi Sig is starting a .22-caliber pistol competition team coached by professor Don Grigorenko, and they hope to start an air rifle team
at some point.
“We currently have a competition team
that is getting together right now,” said Brian
Erickson, Chi Sig’s vice president of finances.
“We’re hoping to be able to go to NCAA Division II at some point when we finally get orga-

nized enough, but that’s still down the road.”
Chi Sig is also planning on bringing speakers in as part of its goal to educate students.
“We will explore and teach the Second
Amendment rights through speakers,” Yoder
said. “We have a couple attorneys that are going to come in and speak. They’ll be talking
on their interpretation of what these gun laws
mean.”
They are also going to be hosting Brian
Zins, 10-time NRA National Pistol Champion
and competitor on Top Shot, a national marksmanship competition shown on the History
channel, to speak about his experiences.
As part of its goals, Chi Sig wants to build
a shooting range called The Firing Line either
on campus or as close to campus as possible,
Parvin said. “We would love to build a range in
this area and [make it] state of the art.”
The Firing Line would include two ranges –
one 50-meter range for intercollegiate competition and one 25-meter range designed for pistols,
Parvin said. It would also house locker rooms,
coaches’ offices, several classrooms, an ammo
bay, an armory and space for ROTC to use.
“Our goal is really just to teach people, so
we’re going to do that in the most simple way
possible and then expand if we possibly end up
ever having a range that would accept other
guns,” Erickson said. “As the budget allows, we
hope to expand a little bit bigger with different
types of guns, different calibers maybe even.”
“We serve to educate people on what
marksmanship is, what firearms are, how to
accurately shoot firearms, how to handle firearms,” Long said. “We’re a very new org, and a
lot of things are in the works.”

Photo courtesy of Miracle Yearbook
Cedarville’s student markmanship org, Chi Sigma Mu, focuses on safety and education. At the end of fall semester, the org had 88 paying members.
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‘We are only as good as our last meal’
New dining hall supervisor Monte Veatch hopes to improve food service
by Mary Hurton

H

e readily admits that he can’t whistle
well, but Monte Veatch says he is ready
to take Cedarville’s dining experience
to the next level.
Veatch comes to take the supervisor position at Cedarville’s dining hall armed with food
service experience since the age of 16, an education from the Culinary Institute of America
and 15 years with Pioneer College Caterers. He
has served in similar positions at three previous universities, coming most recently from a
smaller school in Kentucky.
Becca Howarth, service manager in the
dining hall, said that Veatch’s transition to the
supervisor position in Cedarville’s cafeteria
was seamless, largely because of his experience
in similar offices at other universities.
Cedarville is significantly larger than previous schools at which Veatch has worked.
According to him, coming to Cedarville was a
bigger opportunity and a new challenge. He
enjoys the dynamic of a larger school as well
as the ability he now has to interact with a new
student body, he said.
Howarth said that Veatch is professional
and that he also brings a fresh eye to Cedarville’s dining experience.
“He is a great communicator and has a
quick wit, so I feel folks will really enjoy his
presence in the cafeteria as they get to know
him,” Howarth said.
Veatch said he plans to strive to be approachable, especially in regard to student
feedback. The polite student body and the
feedback — constructive so far — have been
new and helpful, Veatch said.
The conservative atmosphere of Cedarville, as well as the polite welcomes and the respectful nature of the student feedback to date,
is unlike what Veatch had previously experienced at prior school dining halls he has been
a supervisor at. Veatch called this distinctive
“refreshing.”
With the recent improvements to the
Cedarville dining hall, such as the remodel,
change is not at the forefront of Veatch’s game
plan since arriving at Cedarville. In many
ways, he predicts there will be many similarities between the way he will lead and the way
Chuck McKinney led.
Veatch plans to draw on his unique experiences and offer a fresh perspective to campus, however. He hopes to work toward more
menu rotation, the introduction of new meals
and a few other original ideas in these areas,
which may play out over the semester.
For Veatch, this is all in an effort to continue advancing and striving for quality, he
said. However, he hopes students will primarily notice consistency rather than small altera-
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Photo by Jesse Bowser
Monte Veatch replaces Chuck McKinney this semester as food service supervisor. Veatch says he
doesn’t care whether Chuck’s is renamed or not. It is up to the students, he says.
tions, especially in the areas of professionalism, quality and speed of service.
“Chuck set a high standard, and I would
like not just to maintain that but to move food
service forward to the next level,” Veatch said.
“We strive to do restaurant-quality food in an
institutional setting. Just because we are feeding a few thousand people every day doesn’t
mean that we can’t serve quality food.”
Veatch is very aware of the precedent
Chuck established as well as his prevalence on
campus at Cedarville. He referred to the previous cafeteria supervisor as an icon even among
Pioneer College Caterers as a whole.
While he acknowledges this to be a challenge associated with taking on the supervising
role, Veatch has his own mantras and perspectives by which to be identified.
“I have no illusions that I can ever be
Chuck. I can only be Monte,” he said.
“We will always carry much respect and admiration for Chuck,” Howarth said. “However, I
feel that, in Monte, we have a very positive and
capable leader moving us into the future.”
Chuck’s pervasiveness on campus, both in
prominence and in image, left many wondering about the fate of the dining hall’s name in

the future. Students have suggested a variety
of titles, such as “Cha-Monte’s” and “Chuck’s
2.0,” and employees revert with uncertainty to
basic terms such as “cafeteria” or “dining hall.”
Whether the name remains as it is — paying tribute to Chuck’s 32 years of service at Cedarville — or if the dining hall is eventually referred to as “Monte’s” is left up to the student
body, Veatch said.
“Chuck earned [the dining hall being
named after himself], and it would be presumptuous for me to say that we are going to
call it ‘Monte’s’ now,” he said.
Although he would be fine with the prospect of the name evolving over time from
“Chuck’s” to “Monte’s,” Veatch also said he
would be fine with keeping the title as is.
“This is up to the students. This is their
place, and I’m just here to serve,” he said.
Guided by his catchphrase “we are only
as good as our last meal,” Veatch said that he
will continually lead the dining hall staff to be
striving for improvement.
“I’m just excited to have the opportunity
to be here and serve Cedarville’s community,”
Veatch said. “I appreciate everyone being so
friendly and welcoming.”
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Case Outcome May Raise Textbook Prices
by Zack Anderson

Textbook prices might increase if the Supreme Court decides to require people to get
permission before reselling textbooks whose
copyright holder is overseas.
Kirtsaeng v. John Wiley and Sons addresses whether the Copyright Act’s first sale
doctrine applies to books published outside
the U.S. First sale doctrine gives copyright
holders permission to monitor only the first
sale of a book, according to Bloomberg Law’s
SCOTUS Blog. After the first sale, people can
resell a book without the copyright holder’s
permission.
“There’s a fair degree of agreement that
this may give an incentive for book publishers
to move their operations overseas,” says Marc
Clauson, a Cedarville history and law professor, “so that they can charge higher prices and
control the copyright on their books, which
would raise prices for everyone everywhere in
the world.”
Clauson, who has a book-selling business
on Amazon with his wife, says he thinks the
court will rule in favor of Supap Kirtsaeng, the
defendant in the case.
Kirtsaeng is a Thai native who was studying in the U.S. To make money for school, he
had his family send him textbooks from Thailand that he then resold, according to the SCOTUS Blog. Kirtsaeng ended up selling around
$37,000 in textbooks published by John Wiley
and Sons. Wiley then sued him, winning damages of $600,000 from a court in New York.
The Supreme Court heard the case on Oct. 29
and will rule on it before its session ends this
spring.
Rill Thompson, the Cedarville bookstore’s
textbook supervisor, says he does not deal with
books published overseas. But while Cedarville students may not be purchasing textbooks
published overseas, if the Supreme Court decides to rule against Kirtsaeng, prices of textbooks here may increase, as Clauson says. And
this would give an excuse for publishers still
in America to raise their own prices, Clauson
says. And used book prices might increase as
well.
Clauson says publishers moving overseas
– and thus raising their prices - could very well
be an unintended consequence of the decision.
“If they move overseas and produce things
there under their copyright and ship it over
here, they have control,” he says. “And the
prices will definitely go up in that case.” Booksellers on outlets such as Amazon could still
add competition to the market by not raising
their prices, though, Clauson says.
If the court does rule against Kirtsaeng,
Clauson says publishers will have a hard time
monitoring whether everyone is getting permission before reselling a book.
“They might try a few tactics to see if they
work in sort of putting a chilling effect on peo-
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ple who would want to sell,” he
says. “I don’t know what tactics
those might be. It could be random letters to people, I don’t
know. It could be to booksellers. It could be to colleges and
universities, I suppose.”
While Cedarville’s bookstore does not deal with books
published overseas, Thompson
says students will sometimes
ask him if international editions of certain books are similar to the domestic editions.
According to TIME, textbook
publishers in the U.S. allow
international editions to be
printed overseas. These international editions can be sold
for a cheaper than usual price.
Thompson says he wonders if Wiley is being honest
in copyrighting textbooks in
Thailand as compared to in the
U.S.
“Chances are those books
are actually authored by people
here in the states,” Thompson
says, saying publishers can be
very sly.
The Supreme Court has
dealt with whether first sale
doctrine applies to products
made overseas before. The
court was split 4-4 on Costco
Wholesale v. Omega in 2010,
affirming a lower court’s decision that said first sale doctrine
does not apply to products
overseas, according to Wired.
The Coscto case dealt with
watches. And Clauson says the
outcome of the Kirtsaeng could
affect anything that can be resold.
When someone resells an item in a non-official way for a lower-than-intended price, they
are operating in the gray market. This is the
market Kirtsaeng sold his textbooks in.
Both as a law professor and as a bookseller,
Clauson sees no problem with the gray market.
He says every once in a while, he and his wife
will buy a book overseas and then resell it at a
higher price. One example he gave was a book
from England that cost a penny that they resold
for $60.
He doesn’t see an issue with this because
the copyright holder was paid once before.
“That’s all, in my opinion, he’s ever guaranteed, is that single payment,” Clauson says.
Thompson says the gray market is free enterprise and that it is the gray market through
which a lot of the international editions come
into the U.S.

Designed by Radleigh Wakefield
“You can advertise it on Amazon however
you would like, correct? When the textbook
actually sells on Amazon, do you know exactly
what you’re getting before you’ve made your
purchase?” Thompson asks. He says people often don’t know they are getting an international
edition.
While Clauson says the Kirtsaeng case does
concern him, he does not think the court will
rule in favor of Wiley, partly because it does
not want to overturn all the years of case law
on the issue since initially recognizing first sale
doctrine in 1908.
“One thing you want in law is certainty, so
the people know how to behave,” Clauson says.
“And after 100 years of stability in the law, to
change it completely could bring about a great
deal of chaos.”
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Kony Legislation Signed, Search Continues
by Mary Miller

R

ecently passed legislation aims to stop
Joseph Kony, something Invisible Children as well as Cedarville students have
been hoping for. The Rewards for Justice legislation hopes to strengthen efforts to stop the
leader of the Lord’s Resistance Army in Africa.
By expanding current programs, the law,
which was signed Jan. 15 by President Barack
Obama, will enable the State Department to
give financial incentives for information that
leads to Kony’s arrest.
“I hoped that the Rewards for Justice
bill would be passed by Congress,” said Laura
Smith, a Cedarville student who has been involved in the Kony campaign. “I hoped that national leaders would see the concern of thousands of individuals from around the United
States and the world and report back to their
respective governments of the experience.”
When the KONY 2012 film went viral in
March, the film’s producers hoped to see Kony
arrested before the end of the year. But Kony
still remains at large. Invisible Children’s
website says Kony has been in a Sudanesecontrolled region on the border of the Central
African Republic.
In their “Year in Review: 2012” video, Invisible Children groups the obstacles to Kony’s
arrest into three areas. First, Kony is currently
believed to be hiding in the South Darfur region of Sudan, without any resistance from the
Sudanese government.
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Second, because it is expensive to ship
supplies and maintain forces in Africa, operations often falter due to a lack of supplies.
Finally, since the LRA conflict spans four different countries, international cooperation
and government bureaucracy often hinder humanitarian and military maneuvers.
Despite these difficulties, the outlook is
positive, according to Frank Jenista, a Cedarville international studies professor.
“The bottom line is that Kony is on the run,
has to continually jump across borders in remote regions of East Africa, is an indicted war
criminal wanted by the International Criminal
Court and has nowhere near the power and influence he had several years ago,” Jenista said.
In 2013, Invisible Children is planning
The Fourth Estate, a conference in San Diego
that will focus on global justice and humanitarian efforts.
Cedarville students joined thousands of
others in November for another Invisible Children event, MOVE:DC, a rally in the nation’s
capital.
They gathered Nov. 17 at the convention
center in Washington, where the Global Summit on the LRA was taking place. This event
hosted a panel of government members from
African nations and heads of global institutions. These leaders discussed ways to end the
LRA conflict in Africa and answered questions
from members of the crowd.
Several hundred supporters showed up
a day early to take part in LOBBY:DC, where

they met with their own representatives and
encouraged them to vote for supporting legislation.
Emily Gneiser, a fall 2012 Cedarville graduate who has interned with Invisible Children,
was encouraged with the day’s results.
“Funds were allocated to strengthen plans
already in place,” Gneiser said, “and the Senate passed a defense bill with LRA provisions
to help arrest Joseph Kony.”
The crowd made their next move by taking to the streets of Washington, D.C. The
March on D.C. was intended to represent Invisible Children and show support for Kony’s
capture. Wearing red shirts, the throng moved
en masse to the White House. The night ended
with a dance party featuring various cultures’
forms of dance that had been well-promoted
by the Invisible Children website.
Invisible Children also visited Cedarville
in October to show screenings of the documentary “MOVE.” The documentary stirred
interest in KONY 2012 and inspired students
like Smith to attend MOVE:DC. Additionally,
the Cedarville chapter of International Justice
Mission encouraged its members to take part
in the gathering, according to Smith.
Students took part in this demonstration
for a variety of reasons ranging from spiritual
to political. Gneiser, who hosted the screening,
was convicted to use her talents and abilities
for an organization that would make a difference in the lives of the less fortunate.
“I truly believe in the dignity and equality
of humanity,” Gneiser
said. “So I felt compelled
to be involved with Invisible Children in their
work to end the longest
ongoing war in Africa
and rehabilitating the
children and communities that had been affected.”
“I went to express
my support for the efforts for justice that are
being put forth in Africa,” said Justin Nichols,
another student who attended MOVE:DC.
“As a Christian,
I felt it was one way I
could show love towards
‘the least of these,’ specifically the children affected by tyranny in central Africa. My personal
impact was merely one
piece of a larger puzzle
where thousands of people could show that we
stand for justice.”
January 2013
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OSU’s Hayes Born in Clifton, and That’s It
by Zack Anderson
CLIFTON – Woody Hayes was born in
Clifton. But don’t expect to find much else
about the former Ohio State University football coach’s time in the village, and don’t expect Clifton residents to claim much else, either.
“What’s known of Woody Hayes is obviously vast because of his football career at
Ohio State,” said Alex Bieri, Clifton mayor. “He
was a well-known coach for many reasons, and
he was a — as I understand it — pretty distinct
character and had some specific techniques
and things he was known for that helped him
make a name for himself. But where Clifton is
concerned, it’s always been, ‘Well, he was born
in Clifton, and that’s it. That’s all we know.’”
According to his birth certificate, Woody
would have turned 100 this winter. He was
born to Wayne and Effie Hayes on the evening
of Feb. 14, 1913, on the Greene County side
of Clifton, which is split between Clark and
Greene counties. Woody lived in Clifton for
only the first years of his life before his family
left in 1916 for Newcomerstown, Ohio.
Clifton residents hesitate to claim more of
Woody than they have right to, given that his
only relationship to the village is that he was
born there.
“The fact that he was born in Clifton, I

think, is significant in that he was a prominent
historical figure for us,” Bieri said. “But beyond
that, since none of his life’s work really took
place in Clifton or had anything to do with Clifton, then I think it is a little silly, if you will, for
Clifton at this point to try to piggy back on his
legacy or take credit for anything that has to do
with his life’s work, other than the fact that he
was born here.”
Former mayor Steve McFarland said Clifton is not significant to Woody, but Woody is to
Clifton. “He’s the most recent person that had
great impact elsewhere that was actually born
in the village or had some kind of contact in the
village,” McFarland said.
Paula Lazorski, a Clifton village councilwoman whose family moved to Clifton in 1962,
said the relationship between the village and
the 1951 to 1979 Buckeye football head coach is
not significant because Woody claimed Newcomerstown, not Clifton, as his hometown.
And it is there, not Clifton, where several
people have said Woody’s life is based.
“The Woody story seems to be pretty
well-grounded in Newcomerstown,” said Jerry
Holt, who wrote the play “Woody,” which was
performed in Clifton in 2007.
However, Brian Richards, the actor who
played Woody in the Clifton performance of
Holt’s play, said Woody felt connected to everywhere he spent time and that he spoke of
how significant Clifton
was to his parents and so
then also to him. Despite
this, most Clifton residents said either they do
not believe Woody ever
came back to visit Clifton
or are unsure if he did.
According to an Associated Press article in
March 1987 — the month
Woody died — he did
return to Clifton, or at
least to Greene County. Just before Clifton
Union School closed in
1962, Woody spoke at a
class reunion there, even

Photos by Madison Sternberg
Wayne Benton Hayes, Woody Hayes’ father, was superintendent of
Clifton Union School (shown here) from 1911 to 1916. Hayes’ family
moved away before Woody was old enough to attend.
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though he did not graduate from the school.
And Lazorski said her father Paul, who is
a former mayor of Clifton, tried to get Woody
to speak at the village’s former Memorial Day
ceremony. “We just always thought Woody
Hayes would be a good one,” Lazorski said,
saying the village had representatives from
Congress speak at the ceremony, which Clifton
no longer holds.
Woody never came.
In a letter in 1968 responding to a request to speak at the Memorial Day ceremony,
Woody said he would have loved to speak but
couldn’t because he was planning to travel to
Vietnam, which he had done the previous two
years.
“If I had a definite date for that trip then
I could definitely tell you if I could be with
you, but I probably won’t know until after our
spring football practice as to the exact date I
can go,” Woody wrote in the letter. “For that
reason I cannot accept your thoughtful invitation.”
In addition to speaking at a Clifton Union
School reunion, Woody has another connection to the school. His father, Wayne Benton
Hayes, served as superintendent there from
1911 to 1916. This fact, along with the name of
the physician on Woody’s birth certificate, provide insight into what house the Hayes family
lived in while in Clifton.

A sign in honor of Woody Hayes adorns a telephone pole on North Street. North
Street, also Route 343, was dedicated as Hayes Way in 2007. Former Clifton
resident Chris Rainey headed up the dedication.
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Sports
born there. He said he knows OSU fans that
According to a Columbus Dispatch article ing as grand marshal.
With 2013 being Woody’s 100th birthday, feel a connection to Woody.
from 2007, Clifton resident Chris Rainey, who
“Woody Hayes is definitely a character
now lives in Lebanon, thought his house at 45 Clifton is recognizing Woody again. The village
S. Jackson St. was Woody’s. Rainey found out council discussed having an event for Woody on kind of emblazoned in their consciousness,
about the possible connection from a village his birthday Feb. 14, but Mayor Bieri said they and for other people he’s not,” Bieri said.
For Marie Pascarella, who is renting
councilwoman who told him that her moth- are not going to do that. But Woody’s 100th
er had said the house on Jackson Street was birthday is playing a part at the Clifton Gorge Rainey’s former house at 45 S. Jackson Street,
Woody is not.
Music and Arts Festival late this summer.
where the Hayes lived.
“A lot of people come around here and talk
Both Rainey and McFarland said Clifton
“She claims that her mother had known
should do more to highlight that it is Woody’s about how this is Woody Hayes’ house,” Pasthe Hayes,” Rainey said.
Rainey said his house on Jackson Street is birthplace. “Personally, I wish there was a little carella said.
Her response?
where the superintendent of the Clifton school more notoriety,” Rainey said.
“Oh.”
Bieri said most of what he hears from Cliflived for a while. Since Wayne Hayes was the
superintendent when his son Woody was born, ton residents on Woody’s relationship to the
Rainey said it makes sense to assume that his village are simple comments about how he was
former Jackson Street home is
where Woody grew up.
However, the Xenia and
Greene County Directory from
1913, the year Woody was born,
lists a W.B. Hayes as residing on
Clay Street, not Jackson. And this
is where councilwoman Lazorski
has heard Woody Hayes lived.
“I was always told it was
down on Clay Street. That’s what
my mom always told me,” Lazorski said.
Woody does have some connection to Jackson Street. F.C. Adams, the physician who delivered
Woody, lived on Jackson, according to the 1913 directory.
“That would make sense if he
was actually physically born there
but didn’t live there,” Lazorski said
of Woody’s relationship to Jackson
Street.
The 2007 Columbus Dispatch
article on Rainey’s house was
written the weekend of Old Clifton Days, the village’s former annual festival. The village had other
Woody-related events and activities that weekend.
Rainey headed up the dedication of North Street — also Route
TEACHING. SERVING. LOCALLY. GLOBALLY.
343 — in honor of Woody. A red
TEACHING ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES (TESOL)
street sign reading “Hayes Way”
in white letters now adorns a teleThe M.A. in TESOL program at Cornerstone University combines the flexibility of online learning
phone pole on the corner of North
Street and Clay Street.
and the personal connection of a week-long summer residency, available in Prague, Czech Republic
“Some folks thought it was fun
or in Grand Rapids, Michigan, U.S.A. Our fully accredited, 33-credit program boasts outstanding
and folksy,” Rainey said, though
faculty and competitive pricing with courses taught from a distinctly Christian worldview. Also
he said he did not get a whole lot
available are the ESL Endorsement (22 credit) and Graduate Certificate (24 credit) programs.
of feedback on the sign. Former
mayor McFarland said not many
TESOL cohorts will begin in June in Prague, Czech Republic and July in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
residents came to the dedication.
But one surprise guest at the
dedication and other festival acFIND US ONLINE AT CORNERSTONE.EDU/TESOL-PROGRAM
tivities was Woody’s niece, Mary
OR CALL US AT 800.947.2382
Hayes Hoyt, now Mary Hayes
Hemmer. Rainey said Hemmer
helped unveil the Hayes Way sign.
“I didn’t know she was coming along,” Rainey said. The festival also included a parade with a
Woody Hayes impersonator serv-

serve
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Concert Review:
Gungor

by Becca Powlus

T

his year’s Winter Blast featured an enthralling Friday night concert performed by the unique Christian band Gungor. In all that
Gungor produces, the band breathes a fresh air into the oftenstale world of contemporary Christian music. Their style cannot exactly be defined or placed into one category; instead, they are a blend
of many styles including indie, rock, folk and alternative. The band’s
performance at Cedarville University this month was a great showcase
of the God-given talent of its members.
The show began with one of the band’s more popular songs, “Dry
Bones.” Throughout the night, the band’s leader and namesake, Michael Gungor, connected with the audience as did the rest of his band
mates. It was quite obvious that the members of Gungor felt comfortable on stage and free to be themselves – something that concert-goers
always admire and enjoy.
Perhaps one of the most notable things about the concert was the
musical interludes which effectually highlighted the individual talents
of the band. Several remarkable cello and guitar solos were incorporated into the show, and unusual instruments like the melodica (a flute-piano hybrid) added much interest to the overall performance. In particular, a skillful banjo solo in the song “You Are the Beauty” brought the
crowd to its feet, where many stayed for the remainder of the evening.
Michael Gungor’s bandmate and wife, Lisa, performed a poignant
and captivating rendition of Leonard Cohen’s “Hallelujah,” a highlight
of the concert for many audience members. The band also played a
number of their best songs including, “Call Me Out,” “Heaven,” “This Is
Not the End,” “The Earth Is Yours,” and several others. And of course
the concert would not have been complete if the band had not closed
with their most popular song, “Beautiful Things.” Michael Gungor
came back on stage after that closing song to perform the final song of
the evening, an acoustic version of the doxology. This final piece left no
doubt that the man has complete mastery over the guitar.
Seeing Gungor live in concert was definitely time well spent. The
band performs just as well live, if not better, than in the recording studio. The fact that Gungor can have a good time and praise Christ while
maintaining their unique style of worship is something worth celebrating. And it is certainly something worth seeing in concert a second time.

Photo by Jillian Philyaw
Band leader Michael Gungor serenades the audience during Cedarville’s
Winter Blast concert.
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TV Review:
‘Continuum’

by Jesse Silk

T

he sci-fi/thriller series “Continuum,” filmed in Vancouver, Canada, has found its way to the United States, as the Syfy channel has
acquired the series. The show has garnered great success in its
home country, with five nominations for the Canadian Screen Awards.
Created by Simon Barry, “Continuum” balances two eras of time –
2077 and 2012. The show begins in the future era, in which a group of
criminals called Liber8 is set to be executed for their crimes against society and a regime, composed of corporations, that has assumed power.
However, the group of dissenters is able to transport themselves back
to 2012. Liber8 quickly shows they are not afraid to use violence to
achieve their goals of bringing awareness to the masses and stopping
corporations from ruling society. The program’s protagonist, Kiera
Cameron, played by Rachel Nichols, also is moved back to 2012 and
tries to capture the members of Liber8 and prevent them from wreaking havoc.
Continuum’s success can largely be attributed to its uniqueness
and its ability to provide a fresh perspective on the often-used idea of
time travel. For example, depending on the circumstance, the death of
someone in the past does not necessarily erase their or their descendants’ existence in the future. When Kiera comes in contact with young
tech-guru Alec Sadler (Erik Knudsen), he helps her attain a cover to
operate against Liber8. They both discuss scenarios of linear time or a
“time loop,” the possibilities of which keep viewers uncertain as to how
events correlate between the two eras.
The series also has appeal due its genre diversity. In addition to
the science-fiction storyline, “Continuum” branches into a thriller with
dramatic and political overtones but still maintains a well-crafted sense
of ambiguity. Barry creates situations in which viewers cannot be so
sure which side they should truly root for. While Liber8 is often cast in
a villainous light due to their violence, they have an egalitarian, transparent ideology and stand against a future institution that hauntingly
resembles one of a George Orwell novel. By projecting such a dystopia
just 65 years into the future, “Continuum” asserts the present time is a
turning point; the status quo of society must be done away with, either
at the hands of the people or the corporations.
Two of the most fascinating characters in the series are Matthew
Kellog (Stephen Lobo) and Julian Randol (Richard Harmon). Kellog, a
member of Liber8, has a different agenda than the other members and
interacts with Kiera, leaving viewers to wonder where his loyalties lie.
Mystery also surrounds the character of Julian, who never seems to
be on good terms with his step-brother Alec. Julian’s role in the show
grows from a minor character to one whose decisions show the impact
Liber8 is leaving in 2012. Thanks to great performances by the cast and
careful writing which balances foreshadowing and plot twists, “Continuum” builds suspense with every episode.
“Continuum” has been renewed for a second season and premiered
its first season in the U.S. on Jan. 14. It will air each Monday night at 8
on the Syfy channel.
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Movie Review:
‘The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey’
by Ade Mahadzir

Photo from TheHobbit.com

“The Hobbit,” the prequel to the prestigious “The Lord of the Rings” trilogy,
came in all its grandeur to the silver screen on Dec. 14. After years of production,
the much-anticipated movie was finally released to thrill the hearts of J.R.R Tolkien fans. “An Unexpected Journey” is the first installment of a planned trilogy by
Peter Jackson.
Set in Middle-earth - a world created by the author - 60 years before the events
of “The Lord of the Rings,” the movie tells the story of a hobbit named Bilbo Baggins (Martin Freeman). He’s convinced by the wizard Gandalf (Ian McKellen) to
accompany 13 dwarves led by Thorin Oakenshield (Richard Armitage) on a quest
to reclaim the Lonely Mountain - the initial shelter of the dwarves - from Smaug
the dragon.
As this movie unfolds, the visuals dazzle the eyes of viewers. While many were
in awe of the visuals seen in “The Lord of the Rings,” those of “An Unexpected Journey” are immensely enhanced. One of the most noticeable examples is the trolls,
who are uglier and more despicable.
In all, the cast’s performance could not have been better. Martin Freeman’s
portrayal of Bilbo Baggins is witty and entirely believable. The connection he makes
with the audience is a rare but wonderful thing. Audiences instantly feel connected
and invested into the group’s journey towards the Lonely Mountain.
Although the story itself has yet to end, viewers are taken on an emotional
roller coaster ride throughout the film. Very few movies are able to make the audience feel as though they are a part of the story, but “An Unexpected Journey”
certainly does this.
Unlike a number of book-to-movie adaptations, “An Unexpected Journey” is
one of the few to stay true to its origin - a relief, of course, for Tolkien’s readers.
The only downfall of the film is that the elements of the movie are not explained as
thoroughly as they should have been. In other words, to watch and understand this
movie, a person needs to have a basic knowledge of the franchise. If one does not
have that knowledge, he or she could be lost during the movie, and any interest for
the movie could be lost as well.
Some have felt that the movie is irrelevantly long. However, I prefer it just as it
is, without the details of the journey being edited by any means.

Movie Review: ‘Liz and Dick’
by Ashley Matthew

E

lizabeth Taylor is one of the most famous classic Hollywood actresses in history. Best known for her performance in “Cleopatra,” her relationship with co-star Richard Burton was met with
a lot of publicity. The relationship with her co-star was so dramatic
that Lifetime decided to recently make a biographical film based upon
it, which premiered on Nov. 25. The film starred Lindsay Lohan in her
comeback role as Elizabeth Taylor and Grant Bowler as Richard Burton.
This Lifetime original movie is far from family-friendly. From a
Christian perspective, this TV-14 movie contains some morally questionable scenes, including themes of adultery, profanity, drugs and alcohol use. There is no nudity shown in the film, but it is implied through
the affair between Burton and Taylor.
Lohan’s performance was a decent portrayal of Elizabeth Taylor,
considering this was the once-incarcerated actress’s comeback role. Lohan made the acting believable because of the similarities she shares
with Taylor. However, there were some flaws in her performance as she
occasionally appeared a bit overdramatic, particularly in a scene where
Taylor is criticized for just ending her fourth marriage to Eddie Fisher.
Another of the film’s flaws appears towards the end when Taylor
January 2013

is seen in her eighties going to the cemetery to mourn Burton’s death.
While the hair and costuming was done correctly, Lohan still appears
too youthful in the face to pull off a woman in her eighties. Perhaps
this issue could have been resolved by casting an older woman to play
Taylor.
Overall, Lohan didn’t do a terrible job with the film. She did portray
Taylor well at some points, especially in showing how Taylor still loved
Burton even after their relationship ended by fainting at the news of
his passing, still keeping the letters that he sent her after their second
divorce and mourning at his grave.
Perhaps this film shows that Lohan may still have the potential to
be the talented star she was during her childhood and teenage years.
Lohan could not pull off the perfect Elizabeth Taylor, but that would
be difficult for any actress to do, considering how talented and glamorous the classic Hollywood starlet was. The costume design did help her
look like a younger Taylor by dressing in fashions that resembled the
actress’s sophisticated and elegant style.
Despite its shortcomings, the film leaves you with a message that
does carry importance: when it comes to fame, the ones you care for are
what you should truly cherish. It is evident that even possessing riches
and stardom cannot guarantee happiness.
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Movie Review: ‘Les Misérables’

by Becca Powlus

R

eleased to eager audiences on Christmas
Day, “Les Misérables” tells the powerful tale of protagonist Jean Valjean and
the turbulent June Rebellion in a two-and-ahalf-hour musical adaption of the famous 1862
French novel by Victor Hugo. Such an undertaking requires extreme amounts of preparation and is arguably a risky move. “Les Mis” is
one of the best stories ever told, and any adaption of the story needs to be handled with considerable care to do justice to the greatest of
the account.
A gifted cast was essential to the success of
this adaptation of “Les Misérables.” Thus the
selection of Hugh Jackman as Jean Valjean,
Russell Crowe as Inspector Javert, Anne Hathaway as Fantine and Amanda Seyfried as
Cosette was a smart move on the part of the
directors. Even the less prominent characters
lend significant support to the strength and
credibility of the film.
Those familiar with the storyline of “Les
Mis” certainly had an advantage in viewing
the movie. Those who were unfamiliar with
the plot and characters could have missed the
significance of certain elements, in part due to
the lack of spoken dialogue and also the intricacy of the tale. To fully appreciate all that happened on screen, a knowledge of what was left
off screen was key.
Viewers would also be wise to prepare
themselves for 157 minutes of song. One could
count the number of simply spoken words on
both hands. For lovers of music and opera, this
was not at all a detriment to the film. However, some members in the audience nearly tore
their hair out in the theater, begging for a break
in the singing. Others fought their own battle
to keep their eyes open. Regardless, it cannot
be disputed that the majority of the music was
powerfully performed and emotionally rousing. Composer Claude-Michel Schönberg is a
brilliant artist – the film’s original song, “Suddenly,” was even nominated for both a Golden
Globe and an Oscar.
The combination of powerful songs and a
talented cast make an unmistakable and lasting impression. Hathaway’s rendition of “I
Dreamed a Dream” is a gut-wrenching portrayal of the agony and turmoil Fantine has
experienced through her life. Eddie Redmayne
as the young rebel, Marius, performs “Empty
Chairs at Empty Tables” just as raw and heartfelt. Hugh Jackman did not have the strongest
singing voice, but his acting was convincing
and sublime as his character, Valjean, wrestled to overcome his past. Russell Crowe had
a pleasant enough voice; however, he didn’t
develop the character of Javert to its full potential. He failed to forcefully convey the utter
maliciousness and smug self-righteousness of
the inspector.
“Les Misérables” is certainly not a comfortable film. It is full of scenes and themes that
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will disturb the average viewer. However, this
should be a given since the English translation
of the title is “The Miserable Ones.” Other renditions of “Les Mis” have dealt with these themes
in the least offensive way possible without compromising their meaning and significance to the
story. This 2012 version of the classic tale was
a bit more disturbing in certain aspects than
it needed to be. Fantine’s descent into a life of
prostitution was displayed in accordance with
the film’s PG-13 rating but was exposed in more
detail than was necessary. Though it enhanced
the emotional pull of the character, for some it
may have tainted the film unnecessarily. Close
ups of young rebels’ dead bodies and pools of

blood on the streets were unsettling as well.
In the end, this rendition of “Les Misérables” wasn’t the worst version nor was it
the best. Still, the film won three Golden Globes
and has been nominated for eight Oscars, including Best Picture, Actor in a Leading Role
(Hugh Jackman) and Actress in a Supporting
Role (Anne Hathaway). In spite of the depravity seen within the film, Valjean’s character
conveys the importance of forgiveness and redemption. And the passion shown through the
rebels who fought at the barricades was stirring
and beyond inspirational. “Les Mis” stands as a
story worth hearing and hearing again regardless of the outlet through which it is presented.
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OpINION

A Cultural Battle: Undoing the Hate of Westboro Baptist Church

A

long history of
hateful
actions
from the group who
call themselves “Westboro Baptist Church” has
influenced tens of thousands of American citizens to petition the White
House to take action
against the Kansas-based
Jesse Silk
organization. A petition
to legally recognize Westboro Baptist Church
as a hate group began just over a month ago on
Dec. 14 and has accumulated around 325,000
signatures.
Several other petitions exist for federal
action to affect the Westboro group, most of
which focus on removing its tax exemption,
because, after all, the group is somehow still
considered a “church” and therefore receives
this benefit. According to Michael Gryboski
of the Christian Post, “The White House has
stated that it will respond to any petition that
receives more than 25,000 signatures,” but “it
has yet to issue a formal response to the Westboro Baptist petition.” In addition to petitions
aiming for “hate group” status, three separate pleas targeting the funds of the Westboro
group have all passed the 25,000 mark.
However, those who examine the petitions.whitehouse.gov website will quickly realize that thousands upon thousands of signatures back numerous different objectives,
yet few if any of them will materialize. This is
not to say that the federal government will not
take action at some point against Westboro.
Though not a crippling blow, the Honoring
America’s Veterans Act signed by President
Barak Obama in August prohibits protests at
military funerals from lasting more than two
hours before or after the service or from being
closer than 300 feet. Military funerals are one
of the key events of protest for Westboro “Baptist Church,” which frequently bear signs that
read “Thank God for Dead Soldiers” at military
funerals.
The group has become well-known for
expressing hate toward myriad other groups.
Dating back to its disgusting display following the death of hate-crime victim Matthew
Shepard, the Westboro group has received
publicity for the infamous phrase “God hates
fags.” In fact, the group’s delusional ideas incorporate such a consistent homosexual complex that they find a way to somehow tie homosexuality to completely unrelated instances
that they reason are part of God’s judgment.
The group also claims on its website that “we
don’t believe in physical violence of any kind,
and the Scripture doesn’t support racism,” yet
they frequently picket against Jews and are
headed by Fred Phelps, whose detailed history
of physical abuse is undergirded by the public
document “Addicted to Hate.”
One gets the sense that the Westboro
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group, which loses zero “nanoseconds of sleep
over your opinions and feelings,” are like a
person who walks away from a fight having
danced around and not thrown any punches,
smirking at their reeling adversary who’s being
held back by his friends.
Although they may have received slightly
more press than usual due to the petitions and
their recent protesting at the funerals of victims of the Sandy Hook school shooting, the
presence of the Westboro hate group in culture essentially remains the same. It brings
up some important points of critical thinking.
What extremities can a group go to yet still be
considered religious and receive a tax exemption? More importantly, how is it affecting the
perception of the gospel and what can we do
about it?
Thankfully and obviously, the view of
Westboro Baptist Church is overwhelmingly
negative. Most sensible people grant other
Christians the benefit of the doubt that they
do not hold the same radically hate-filled sentiments. However, since those of Westboro
Baptist Church claim their actions are for and
from the God of Christianity, that must be accounted for. It isn’t just a matter of semantics
either, because over the course of history, so
many negative acts have been committed in
the name of Christianity that we find ourselves
scrambling to gain as much distance from
them as possible.
But when the Westboro group continually refers to the Bible — the same Bible we use
— to back their claims, how can we respond?
It is difficult to explain to my non-Christian
friends, who hate what Westboro stands for
almost as much as I do, that they are not just
another radical sect of Christianity but really
not one at all. But just explaining away their
deeds as reprehensible does not combat what
the enemy is accomplishing by using them.
It seems too easy, negligible and abstract
to just say we ought to combat the hate by loving others. While we definitely should do that,
continuing the Christian status quo fosters a
culture of inaction, which allows the hate of
groups like Westboro Baptist Church to stand.
Perhaps it is time for the church to truly understand what it means to hate hate. And as
crazy as it may sound, we could stand to learn
something from the Westboro hate group: if
such a small number of people can make such
an indelible impression on culture, where is
the influence of true Christians by comparison? It’s as if they are a mere pebble dropped
in the waters of culture, but that pebble results
in endless ripples while we have a boulder at
our disposal just sitting idly on the shore.
For Christians who feel called to combat
the enemy’s use of Westboro Baptist Church,
it would seem to make the most sense to not
only promote love but also to tear down their
monuments of hate. Sometimes the concept of
civil rights is mistakenly perceived as both past

tense and dealing only with legislation. But if
we consider civil liberty as the quality of life
for human beings — how they are treated and
whether their dignity and individuality are lost
amidst destructive generalizations — then the
body of Christ can see that this is indeed our
fight.
A first necessary course of action is to examine what misperceptions or sentiments of
hate exist in us. What stereotypes, forms of
ignorance and fears of chiding from the Christian community are holding us back?
At the end of Matthew 9, scripture tells us
that when Jesus saw the crowds of people, “he
had compassion on them, because they were
harassed and helpless.” Who are the harassed
and helpless in your life? Maybe there are not
enough in our lives; maybe we need to seek
them out — the rejected, the bewildered, the
LGBT, the grieving — every person attacked by
a Westboro picket sign.
The Lord then exclaims, “The harvest
is plentiful, but the workers are few. Ask the
Lord of the harvest, therefore, to send out
workers into his harvest field.” The harvest of
undoing hate is ripe, so let us ask the Lord to
send workers, and then go and answer.
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Gungor Concert

Photos by Jillian Philyaw
Gungor performed at Cedarville during SCAB’s Winter Blast. Cedarville graduate Cara Ann Fox is a member of the band.

